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Treasury Report:  Implementation of Productivity Commission Review 

Date:   9 August 2019  Report No: T2019/2271 

File Number: SH-11-1-3-1  

Action Sought 

  Action Sought  Deadline  

Hon Grant Robertson 
Minister of Finance 
 

Sign the attached letter to the Chair 
of the Board of the Productivity 
Commission. 

Meet with the Board of the 
Productivity Commission. 

12 August 2019 

Contact for Telephone Discussion (if required) 

Name Position Telephone 1st Contact 

William Cosgriff Graduate Analyst, Economic 
Strategy and Productivity 

N/A 
(mob) 

 

Felicity Barker Principal Advisor, Economic 
Strategy and Productivity 

 

Actions for the Minister’s Office Staff (if required) 

Return the signed report to Treasury. 

Arrange for the Minister of Finance to meet with the Board of the Productivity Commission. 
 

Note any 
feedback on 
the quality of 
the report 

 

 

Enclosure: Yes (attached) 

[39]

[39] [35]
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Treasury Report: Implementation of Productivity Commission Review 

Executive Summary 

In early 2018, you directed the Treasury to review the operating arrangements in regards to 
the Productivity Commission.  This review was supported by an independent report by David 
Skilling.  The Skilling report found that the Commission is well-placed, however a series of 
changes could be made within existing institutional arrangements, and within the 
Commission’s basic work model, in order to strengthen the Commission’s contribution to 
productivity outcomes. Strengthening the Commission’s contribution to productivity outcomes 
will assist in achieving the Government’s strategic objective to build a productive, sustainable 
and inclusive economy. 
 
In February 2019, you agreed to a number of matters in regards to the review, in particular 
you agreed that: 

• future inquiries, which are commissioned by Ministers, should have a tighter focus on 
the sources of New Zealand’s low productivity, vis-á-vis advanced countries, and there 
should be a greater focus on the tradeable sector; 

• in commissioning and undertaking future inquiries consideration should be given to the 
desirability of using more flexible formats in order to maximise the Commission’s 
impact on policy processes; and 

• it is desirable for the Commission to undertake regular benchmarking of productivity 
performance.  

This report asks you to make final decisions to implement the findings of the review.  It asks 
you to direct the Treasury to commence the next inquiry selection process in accordance 
with the decisions you made in February 2019.  The report includes a draft letter to 
stakeholders to commence this process.  It also asks you to agree to send a letter to the 
Chair of the Board of the Productivity Commission setting out your expectations going into 
the Board’s strategy setting process for the Statement of Intent and Statement of 
Performance Expectations next year. 
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Recommended Action 

We recommend that you: 
 
a direct the Treasury to commence the process to select two new inquiry topics, and that 

this process include; 
 
a. robust advice to Ministers to support the choice of inquiry topics; 

b. a formal comment from the Productivity Commission on inquiry proposals; 

c. a ranked shortlist of inquiry topics, based on the following selection criteria: 
i. The proposal uses the Commission's unique position as an independent 

agency with high quality analytical ability and a focus on public 
engagement;  

  
ii. The proposal has the potential to deliver practical policy recommendations 

to improve the overall well-being of New Zealanders; 
   

iii. The proposal is related to the sources of New Zealand’s relatively low 
productivity vis-á-vis advanced countries; 

  
iv. The proposal requires a substantial degree of analysis to resolve a complex 

set of issues; and 
 

v. Over time, inquiry topics should have an appropriate balance between 
tradeable and non-tradeable sectors.  

 
Agree/disagree   
 
b agree to the language of the letter in Annex A that will be sent to stakeholders to seek 

inquiry topics. 
 
Agree/disagree   

 
c direct the Treasury to consider if guidance on the format of future inquiry topics would 

be appropriate in future terms of reference in order to implement a more flexible 
approach to inquiries. 

 
Agree/disagree 
 
d sign the attached letter to Murray Sherwin for consideration by the Productivity 

Commission in its Board strategy setting process next year.   
 

Agree/disagree 
 

e note that the Treasury will provide you information at a later point about publicly 
releasing David Skilling’s independent report on its website.  
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f agree to meet with the Board of the Productivity Commission to discuss these changes 
and your expectations leading into the Board’s strategy setting process next year. 

 
Agree/disagree 
 
 
 
 
 
Felicity Barker 
Principal Advisor 
 
 
 
 
 
Hon Grant Robertson 
Minister of Finance 
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Treasury Report: Implementation of Productivity Commission Review 

Purpose 

1. This paper asks you to make a number of decisions in order to implement the findings 
of the review of the operating arrangements regarding the Productivity Commission.  

Background 

2. In early 2018, you directed the Treasury to undertake a review of the operating 
arrangements regarding the Productivity Commission.  The review sought to increase 
the impact of the Commission’s work on the policy process so as to ensure the 
Commission’s work makes the maximum impact possible on improving productivity 
outcomes in New Zealand.  As part of this review the Treasury commissioned an 
independent report by David Skilling [T2018/2085 refers].   

3. In February 2019, you met with officials to discuss a range of matters to implement the 
findings of the review.   

4. The Productivity Commission is a Crown Entity and therefore independent in its 
operations, except as provided by the legislation. The Commission’s enabling 
legislation provides for the following responsibilities for Ministers and the Commission: 

a On referral to the Commission by referring Ministers (the Minister of Finance and 
relevant portfolio Ministers), the Commission undertakes inquiries into 
productivity-related matters, and reports to the referring Ministers. 

b On its own initiative it undertakes productivity related research.  To date, its 
independent work has ranged from significant, economy-wide narrative reports to 
specific projects using the Commission’s specialised research capability.   

5. The review’s findings related to both the commissioning of inquiries (i.e. to powers 
Ministers exercise) and to the conduct of the Commission’s inquiries and independent 
research function (for which the Commission is independent).   

6. This report asks you to agree to a number of recommendations so that the Treasury, 
as the co-ordinator of the inquiry selection process, can implement the new approach 
to the commissioning of inquiries. It also asks you to agree to send a letter to the Chair 
of the Board of the Productivity Commission to communicate your expectations 
regarding the Commission’s approach to inquiries and its research function (attached).  
This letter will inform the Board’s strategy setting process when it comes to determining 
the content of the Commission’s Statement of Intent (SOI) and Statement of 
Performance Expectations (SPE) next year.   

Recommendations and implementation 

Inquiries 

7. Under the legislation, you, as responsible Minister are, in conjunction with relevant 
portfolio Ministers, required to determine the terms of reference for inquiries the 
Commission undertakes.  The Treasury is responsible for co-ordinating the inquiry 
commissioning function.    
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Improving Inquiry Focus 

8. You have noted that in order to have greater impact on policy processes, and thereby 
potentially improving productivity, some changes are needed to the commissioning of 
inquiries.  In particular, you agreed that [T2018/2085 refers]:   

a Future inquiry topics should be more focussed on the sources of New Zealand’s 
low productivity, vis-à-vis advanced countries. In doing so inquiry topics should 
align better with the priorities to improve productivity identified by the 
Commission, the OECD, the Treasury and MBIE research. The Treasury will 
provide advice to you during the inquiry selection process to implement this 
decision.   

b There should be a greater balance between the focus on the tradable and non-
tradable sectors in the future mix of inquiries.  Improving the performance of the 
tradable sector presents opportunities to improve productivity performance, 
through increasing market size, technology transfer and competition.  Most 
inquiries to date have focused on potential productivity improvements and 
microeconomic reform in the non-tradeable sectors of the economy.  While 
microeconomic reform in the non-tradable sector will be beneficial for aggregate 
productivity and flow on to improvements in the tradeable sector, more focus on 
the policy settings supporting firms and international competitiveness will build a 
stronger and more balanced productivity agenda.   

Figure 1: Mix of inquiries completed to date 

 

Domestic, Non-tradable 
focused  

Tradable focused Strategic, thematic work

Housing affordability 
(2012) 

International freight 
transport services 
(2012) 

Low emissions economy 
(2018) 

Local government 
regulation (2013) 

Trans-tasman joint 
study (2012) 

Future of work inquiry 
(underway) 

Using land for housing 
(2015) 

Regulatory institutions 
and practice (2014) 

 

More effective social 
services (2015) 

  

Urban planning (2017)   

New models of tertiary 
education (2017) 

  

State sector productivity 
(2018) 

  

Local government funding 
and financing (underway) 
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Implementation of recommendations on inquiry selection process 

9. To give effect to the above recommendations, we seek your agreement to the following 
process when the Treasury coordinates the next selection process.  As per the 
legislation, Ministers will continue to make the final decision on inquiry topics.   

a The Treasury will assess inquiry proposals against the following selection criteria: 

i The proposal uses the Commission's unique position as an independent 
agency with high quality analytical ability and a focus on public 
engagement;   

ii The proposal has the potential to deliver practical policy recommendations 
to improve the overall well-being of New Zealanders;   

iii The proposal is related to the sources of New Zealand’s relatively low 
productivity vis-á-vis advanced countries; 

iv The proposal requires a substantial degree of analysis to resolve a complex 
set of issues; and 

v Over time, inquiry topics should have an appropriate balance between 
tradeable and non-tradeable sectors. 

b The Productivity Commission will be consulted on the shortlist and provide a 
comment on inquiry topics.   

c The Treasury will rank proposals based on the assessment criteria.   

d The Treasury, in consultation with the Productivity Commission, will provide 
robust analysis to support the top-ranked inquiries. 

10. The criteria outlined above is intended to be enduring. As such, it refers to an 
appropriate balance between topics relating to the tradeable and non-tradeable 
sectors. However, given the majority of topics have been on the non-tradeable sector 
to date, tradeable sector topics will score highly on the criteria for the foreseeable 
future. The letter to stakeholders specifically seeks tradeable topics for this round. 

11. The following table sets out an indicative timetable for the next inquiry selection 
process.  The Treasury will aim to have at least one terms of reference agreed by 
Cabinet by the end of November 2019 to replace the inquiry into Local Government 
Funding and Financing when it concludes. The second terms of reference should be 
agreed by Cabinet in time to replace the inquiry into Technological Change and the 
Future of Work when it concludes in early 2020.   

 

Mid-August 2019: Letters are sent to stakeholders seeking topic suggestions. 

Late September 
2019: 

Advice provided to you, including a short list of inquiry topics and a 
recommendation for two inquiries. 

End of November 
2019 

Cabinet agrees terms of reference for an inquiry to replace the 
Inquiry into Local Government Funding and Financing. 

No later than 
February 2020 

Cabinet agrees terms of reference to replace the inquiry into 
Technological Change and the Future of Work. 
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12. Annex A provides the text of the letter that the Treasury intends to send to stakeholders 
to seek views on potential inquiry topics.  This letter will be sent to: 

a Your Ministerial colleagues;  

b Chief Executives of Government departments; 

c Other political parties in Parliament; 

d Select non-government organisations (Business New Zealand, Local 
Government New Zealand, the Council of Trade Unions); and 

e The Productivity Commission. 

More flexible inquiry formats  

13. The review also considered whether different inquiry formats could improve the policy 
impact of the Commission’s inquiries.  To date, most inquiries have followed a linear 
process consisting of an issues paper, a draft report and then a final report, with 
intensive consultation and submissions occurring throughout the process.  The 
Commission has started to trial alternative inquiry formats through its work to date on 
the Technological Change and Future of Work inquiry, and through releasing a range 
of analytical products to complement its inquiry reports.   

14. The current linear approach means the Commission can systematically develop their 
understanding of a complex area and test analysis throughout the process.  The 
approach allows for wide consultation and the ability to take a system-wide 
perspective.  However, building more flexibility and different formats or products into 
the inquiry process, such as the production of shorter more tailored products, may 
allow for the Commission’s work to have greater impact on the policy process – for 
example allowing greater input into parallel work programmes.   

15. The Treasury will consider whether the terms of reference for future inquiries should 
contain more guidance as to the format of inquiries to provide for greater flexibility.  The 
precise format that is ideal for any particular inquiry will depend on that inquiry.  The 
letter to the Chair of the Productivity Commission attached to this report asks the 
Commission to consider how different inquiry formats could increase the impact the 
Commission has on the policy process as part of setting their Board strategy over the 
coming year.     

Improving consistency and impact through better Government responses to inquiries 

16. You asked the Treasury to consider how to track and maximise the impact of inquiries 
and their recommendations.  To date, Government responses to inquiries have 
involved varying degrees of detail.  We recommend expectations around the 
Government response to inquiries be more clearly outlined in the terms of reference for 
future inquiries.  Guidance should include nominating responsible Ministers and 
Departments, setting timeframes for response, and any context specific guidance 
regarding policy and legislative programmes where the inquiry’s findings are relevant.   

Independent research function 

17. The review found that the Commission’s independent research agenda is important to 
developing understanding of New Zealand’s productivity performance.  This function 
produces primary research and also system wide narratives on New Zealand’s 
productivity performance.   

18. The review recommended that, in addition to its narratives and research, the 
Commission conduct and publish a regular productivity benchmarking exercise to track 
New Zealand’s productivity performance over time.  The Commission has produced 
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such reports – entitled Productivity by the Numbers – in 2013 and 2019.  The attached 
letter to the Chair of the Board of the Commission encourages the Commission to 
establish Productivity by the Numbers as a regular exercise.  We suggest the 
Commission consider this in the development of their Statement of Performance 
Expectations next year.   

19. Annual benchmarking, however, will give rise to some budget trade-offs.  The 
Commission’s baseline has been nominally fixed at $5.030 million per year since 2011.  
Inquiries are the Commission’s first priority and account for around 80 per cent of their 
costs.  The remainder of the budget is allocated to the independent research function.  

d 
g 

We suggest you discuss funding pressures 
when you next meet with the Board.  

Next Steps 

20. Attached to this report is a letter from you to the Chair of the Board of the Productivity 
Commission setting out your expectations following the review.   

21. We recommend that you meet with the Board in the next few months to discuss this 
letter. 

22. Following your approval to the text, we will revert to you later with copies of the letter 
calling for inquiry topics for you to sign. 

[33]
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Annex A: Letter calling for inquiry topics 

Address 

Salutation 

NEW ZEALAND PRODUCTIVITY COMMISSION: NEXT ROUND OF INQUIRIES 
 
I am writing to seek your views on potential inquiry topics that the New Zealand Productivity 
Commission could undertake. The Commission has a broad mandate to improve productivity 
in a way that supports the overall wellbeing of New Zealanders.  On referral from Ministers, 
the Commission holds inquiries and reports on productivity related matters.   
 
The Commission is currently undertaking inquiries into Local Government Funding and 
Financing and Technology and the Future of Work. Reports on these inquiries are due on 30 
November 2019 and 30 March 2020 respectively.   
 
I have considered how inquiry topics can be best specified to ensure we make best use of 
the Productivity Commission’s expertise and make progress on finding solutions to 
addressing New Zealand’s low level of productivity vis-á-vis advanced economies. 
Consequently, I have asked the Treasury to include the requirement that proposals relate to 
New Zealand’s relatively low productivity performance in the selection criteria.  
 
 The selection criteria I intend to use for future inquiry topics are: 
• The proposal uses the Commission's unique position as an independent agency with 

high quality analytical ability and a focus on public engagement;   

• The proposal has the potential to deliver practical policy recommendations to improve 
the overall well-being of New Zealanders;   

• The proposal is related to the sources of New Zealand’s relatively low productivity vis-
á-vis advanced countries;  

• The proposal requires a substantial degree of analysis to resolve a complex set of 
issues; and 

• Over time, inquiry topics should have an appropriate balance between tradeable and 
non-tradeable sectors. 

To date, the majority of inquiries have focussed on the non-tradeable sector of the economy. 
As such, topics that relate to the tradable sector will score highly on the criteria. 
 
If you have potential inquiry topics that you believe meet these criteria, I encourage you to 
submit them by writing to me or by emailing william.cosgriff@treasury.govt.nz with a brief 
outline of the scope of the inquiry and any relevant supporting information. Submissions are 
due by 4 September 2019. 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
 
 
 
Hon Grant Robertson 
Minister of Finance 
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List of completed or ongoing inquiry topics   

 

International freight transport services April 2012 

Housing affordability April 2012 
Strengthening economic relations between  
Australia and New Zealand: Joint Australia –  
New Zealand study December 2012 
Local government regulation May 2013 

Boosting services sector productivity June 2014 

Regulatory institutions and practice July 2014 

More effective social services September 2015 

Using land for housing October 2015 

New models of tertiary education March 2017 

Urban planning March 2017 
Local government funding and financing Ongoing 
Technology and the future of work Ongoing  




